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A MODEL OF FLEET DEFENSE BY INTERCEPTOR AIRCRAFT
DESCRIPTION OF THE ENGAGEMENT
A raid consisting of an arbitrary number of enemy bombers and escorts is
assumed to proceed at a specified speed along some straight path. Surrounding
the bomber force is an envelope within which penetrating interceptors may attack
the bombers with missiles. This envelope is approximated in the two-dimensional
representation of the model by a circle whose radius, RB, depends upon the range
of the interceptor missiles and the formation of the bombers. Because of the
greater range of air-to-air missiles from the head-on aspect than from tail-on,
the center of the envelope is displaced a distance d along the raid direction
from the mean position of the bombers (see figure 1). Escorts (one type only),
if any, are positioned some distance (escczt station distance E) from the center
of this envelope so as to make it impossible for CAP interceptors to attack the
bomber force without envountering return fire. It is further assumed that the
defensive screen of the escorts is sufficiently coordinated that an approaching
interceptor becomes engageable by its proper share of the escort force at some
distance from the center of the bomber envelope. Similarly, this portion of the
escort force becomes engageable by the interceptor at another distance from the
center. * The distances are the sum of the escort station distance and the
appropriate head-on escort or CAP missile range, RE or R,. (The head-on
range of CAP missiles against maneuverable escorts will likely be less than that
against bombers.)
Following detection of the raid by the fleet, CAP aircraft (of as many as two
types) on specific stations are assigned to the raid at various times provided by
input. The assigned CAP are vectored along the shortest route to the bomber

envelope. Strict justification of this procedure requires that two conditions be
fully met: 1) that CAP stations are not so close to the SAM zone boundary that
a straight path from the station of an engageable interceptor to the bomber
envelope would pass within the SAM zone, and 2) that the point of arrival a. the
bomber en,el,)pe prescribed by shortest-route vectoring is outside the SAM zone
at the time of arrival. Astute CAP stationing will insure satisfaction of the first
condition, and failure of the second condition has only minor consequences. If
the projected point of arrival of the interceptor at the bomber envelope by
shortest-route vectoring lies within the SAM zone, the interceptor would ideally
be vectored instead to that oint on the bomber envelope which it would reach as this
this point entered the SAM zone. The additional distance the interceptor would
travel to engagement in this unusual circumstance is at most the radius of the
bomber envelope, and in most instances much less. Thus, engagement times
computed on the assumption of shortest .route vectoring will rarely be in error
by more than one missile flight time.
*Partition of the escort orce into sections allocated to individually arriving interceptors is modeled by allowing each arriving interceptor to engage, and to be en-

gaged by, the entire escort force. The fire each aircraft receives under this somewhat unrealistic rule is the same, on the average, as would exist if the opposing
sides were divided into engagement units with uniform force ratios which fight

independent battles.
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After engagement has commenced, missiles are launched by each CAP and
enemy escort at vulnerable targets until (a) the aircraft is destroyed, (b) it
exhausts its ordnance, or (c) there are no remaining engageable targets, Individual CAP aircraft are disengaged when continued engagement with the bomber
force would cause the CAP aircraft to intrude into the SAM zone of the fleet.
The simulation stops when all bombers have been destroyed, or at a specific time
which, although arbitrary, must be provided by input. This "stop time" can be
chosen to be one of special interest, such as that at which the bomber force
reaches ASM launch range. The model allows CAP and escorts which have
exhausted their ordnance to remain engaged in the role of decoys, or to depart,
at the discretion of the program user. By means of target selection factors
specified by input, both CAP and enemy escorts can discriminate between target
types when more than one type is engageable. This feature is intended to model the
judgment in target selection which both sides can be expected to employ. Escorts
may fire preferentially at the more menacing type of CAP aircraft if it can be
recognized with some degree of consistency. CAP target selection may show a
preference for either escorts or bombers, this preference reflecting in part the
objectives of the CAP pilot and in part the success of the escorts in frustrating
these objective.
LIMITATIONS
Several facets of air-to-air engagements are not modeled explicitly. The
use of deck-launched interceptors has not been considered separately in the model,
since such aircraft can readily be included by computing their times of arrival
at the periphery of the SAM zone via the CAP corridor from the carrier, and
treating this time as an assignment time and this point on the periphery as a CAP
station. The effects of ECM can be modeled by appropriate adjustments of salvo
rates, missile kill probabilities and CAP aircraft speed. Fuel shortages are not
considered, it being assumed that prevailing CAP cycling practice permits aircraft
on station to perform any mission which might conceivably be required.
Mixed ordnance loads have also not been considered. Where several types
of ordnance are usable on a single aircraft, they may be accurately replaced by
a single ordnance type with a salvo rate equal to the observed salvo rate for the
aircraft with a mixed load, and a kill probability equal to the average of the kill
probabilities of the individual ordnance types weighted according to the relative
frequency of use. A composite salvo of this sort will give reliable simulation
results except in situations where not all of the loaded ordnance types can be
used, as will be the case before an approaching target reaches the maximum
range of the shortest range weapon. These periods should be inconsequential
unless there are large differences in the maximum ranges coupled with large
differences in salvo rate or kill probability.
Computer programming requires specification of the maximum sizes of the
CAP and escort forces, and the maximum number of engagement iterations. The
program for the model as now written sets these limits at 50 CAP, 50 escorts
and 20 iterations.
-3-

INPUTS
The data required by the program is entered in 4 groups.
group contains

a)
Group I
,.c)

The first entry

the initial random number,
the stop time (in minutes), and
the desired number of program iterations.

This data is supplied on a single card in the format (2F 10.0, 15). The initial
random number is required by the random number computer routine, which uses
in the generation of a random number the value of the previous number.
The qecond entry group contains
a)
b)

the number of bombers,
Rr , the range of the center of the bomber force at time t =0,

c)

0

Group II

(in miles)
r , the bearing of the center of the bomber force at time t = 0,

d)
e)

(in degrees)
* , the raid heading (in degrees),
Vr , raid speed (in knots), and

f)

the distance from raid position at t = 0 to the SAM zone (in
miles).

This data is provided on a single card in the format (110, 5F10.0).
The next entry group defines the combat capabilities of the escorts and

consists of

a)
number of
b) the
the number
of escorts,I
salvos per
c)
Gd)
Group I
e)

fully-loaded escort,
the salvo rate per escort (the reciprocal of the average time
in seconds between firings separated by a damage assessment

and, if necessary, acquisition of a new target),
the kill ?robability per salvo a-ainst CAP type 1,
the kill probability per salvo sgalnst CAP type 2,

f)

RE, the escort missile range against a target in head-on

g)

aspect, (in thousands of feet'
E, the escort station distane (in thousands of feet), and
the target selection factor 'or escorts.
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This data is supplied on a single card in the format (2110, 6F10. 0). The second
item (b) is entered in an array listing the number of salvos remaining for each
escort.
The final entry group specifies the following data for each CAP aircraft:

Group IV

a)
b)

the aircraft type (1 or 2),
ta , the assignment time (in minutes),

c)

R1 , the range at assignment time, (in miles)

d)

8 I' the bearing at assignment time (in degrees),

e)

VI, the speed to engagement (in knots),

f)
g)
h)

RB. the envelope radius for bombers (in thousands of feet),
d, the envelope displacement for bomber& (in thousands of feet),
RI , the missile range against maneuvering escorts in approxi-

i)
j)
k)
1)
m)

mately head-on aspect (in thousands of feet),
the number of salvos fully loaded,
the salvo rate (per second),
the kill probability per salvo against escorts,
the kill probability per salvo against bombers, and
the CAP target selection factor.

This data is supplied on a separate card for each CAP aircraft in the format
(13F6. 0). A blank card follows the CAP data deck. The data is entered in the
array CAP (I, J) whose elements are defined in table I. Four engagement times,
CAP (I, 13), CAP (I, 14), CAP (1, 15, and CAP (I, 16) are calculated in the
program; status indicators CAP (I, J), 17_< J 5 22, are set at the beginning of
each iteration of a simulation and are modified as the need arises.
CALCULATIONS
The logical structure of the program is indicated in the flowchart of
appendix A. Several calculations are performed in the program, and those
whose nature is not self-evident are explained below. (Comprehension of the
following discussion will be facilitated by reference to figure 1.)
Calculation of CAP Engagement Times
The position of the center of the bomber envelope at the time a CAP is
assigned to the raid is, in a Cartesian coordinate system (X axis, north;
Y axis, west),
X=Rr cos 0
=I

Mec

+(Vrta +d) cos 4

[Rrsin Or+(Vrta+d) sin

(1)

l

(2)

wereRr is h

ra

and Or the bearing of the center of the bomber force at

r=o, + is the raid beading Vr is the

r

d speed, t is the assignment time, and

a

d is the dispacement of the envelope center from the center of the bomber
force. The coordinates of the assigned CAP are
,

RCos e~

(3)

TABLE I

Akrray CAP (I.,3)
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CAP (1. 1)

= Aircraf type

CAP (1, 2)

= Assignment tine

CAP (1, 3)

= Range at assignment time

CAR (1. 4)

=

CAP (I, 5)

= Speed to Engagement

CAP (1, 6)

= Envelope radius for bombers

CAP (I, 7)

= Envelope displacement

C.1? (1, 8)

= Missile range against escorts

CA

CAP (1, 9)
(1, 10)
CAP (1, 11)

= Number of salvos fully loaded
= Salvo rate
= Kill probability of salvo against escorts

CAP (1, 12)

= Kill probability of salvo against bombers

CA?,(1, 13)

= Target selection factor for CAP

CAP (1, 14)

= Time CAP can fire at escorts

CAP (1, 15)

= Time escorts can fire at CAP

CAP (I, 16)

= Time CAP can fire at bombers

CAP (1, 17)

= 1ime CAP disengages

CAP (1, 18)

= Operating (1)/Killed (0)

CAP (I, 19)

= Engaged offensively with escorts (1)/Unengaged (0)

CAP (I, 20)

= Engaged defensively with escorts (1)/Unengaged (0)

CAP (1, 21)

= Engaged with bombers (1)/Unengaged (0)

CAP (I, 22)

= Armed (1)/Unarmed (0)

CAP (I, 23)

= Number of salvos remaining

Baring at assignment time

Y1

-R1 sin a

(4)

where RI is the range and 0 is the bearing of the CAP at t a

In a frame of

reference which leaves the raid at rest, the distance the CAP must travel to

the center of the bomber envelope is
D =V(Xc -

2 + (Yc - YI)'

(5)

The distance the CAP must travel to engage the bombers is

(6

Db = D - RB,

D~,=D~e.(6)

where RB is the radius of the envelope within which bombers are vulnerable.
The distance the CAP must travel to engage the escorts is
De =D-E

R ,

(7)

where E is the escort station distance and RI is the range of the CAP missile
against escorts in a head-on aspect. The CAP becomes engagable by escorts
after traveling a distance

D

-

D - E - RE,

(8)

where RE is the range of the escort missile. The speed of the CAP in the
moving frame of reference, VI, must satisfy the relation

(VI + Vr)

(9)

where V, is the ground speed of the CAP. This condition may be rewritten
V1
2

V1

+ 2 (Vi

VrA +Vi'
Vry) +

+ 2V'Vr [(XC - XI) cos *
'

Vr

-

IC

C

Solving for V1 ', one obtains

= =B +

V'-B+I

+2V

Vr

(YC" YI ) sin -t ]/D + V2
r
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r

2

r
r

--

V2 =

(11)

2
1-(10)

37
where:
B

[(XC -X)V

r

cos

) - (YC

YI)V

sinJiD.

(12)

The engagement times are thus
CAP (I, 14) = De/V I '

(13)

CAP (I, 15) = DI/V I '

(14)

CAP (I, 16) = Db/ VI'.

(15)

Calculation of CAP Disengagement Times
The CAP is disengaged when the center of the bomber force moves a distance
(RB - d) within the missiles-free zone. This criterion for disengagement is
surictly valid only when the heading of the raid is perpendicular to the missiles-free
zone boundary, a condition which shouid usually be met, at least approximately.
Serious deparicures from normal entry can be taken account of by the use of an
adjusted boundary. If the distance from the raid location at t = 0 to the SAM
zone ;3 D the disengagement time is
S

CAP (I, 17 ) = (Ds + RB - d)/Vr

(16)

Identification of Firing Aircraft
The probability that a given aircraft fires a salvo is assumed to be proportional to its salvo rate, providing it has an engagable target. This assumption
is the basis for determining which side, and ultimately which individual aircraft,
is responsible for a given salvo. The ratio of the total salvo rate of all engaged
and armed CAP aircraft to the total salvo rate for all engaged and armed aircraft, both CAP and escorts, is computed. A random fractional number is
obtained, and the salvo is attributed to CAP or escorts according to whether the
number is less than or greater than the computed ratio. If the salvo is fired
by escorts, this number is used to identify the firing aircraft. If the salvo is
fired by CAP, a second randorn number is compared with the appropriate salvo
rate ratio to determine the type of CAP aircraft responsible for the salvo.
This number is then used to identify the firing aircraft.

-8-

V..

Target Selection
Where NI targets of tye 1 and N2 targets of type 2 are engagable, the
ratio N1 !(N 1 + (TN2 ) is computed,

Tbeing

the target selection factor for the firing

aircraft. A random fractional number is obtained, and if it is greater than this
ratio, a target of type 2 is selected. Otherwise a target of type 1 is assumed.
Target selection factors are evaluated on the supposition that CAP aircraft
regard bombers and escorts, and escorts regard CAP type 1 and CAP type 2,

as targets of types 1 and 2, respectively.
Kill Assessment
A random fractional number is obtained, and if it does not exceed the
appropriate kill probability for the salvo, a kill is credited. Where the target
is CAP or escorts, the random number is also used to identify the downed
aircraft.
Time Advancement
Following the salvo whose effects are evaluated between points B and K in
the flowchart, the time interval to the next salvo is calculated. This delay is
computed on the assumption that the probability that a salvo is fired withbin any
small time interval At is S At, where S is the total average salvo rate of all
aircraft which remain operating and armed after the previous salvo. The
assumption that this probability depends upon time only through the value of
the salvo rate produces a Poisson cumulative distribution of delays 5, namely
Pr16< 60

l-e

.

(17)

This assumption is almost certainly incorrect for a single aircraft; following
the firing of a salvo, there is a period in which another salvo cannot be fired
by this particular aircraft either because of the need to assess damage or to
acquire another target. Thus for a single aircraft, extremely short delays
do not occur. Moreover, extremely long delays should not occur, even though
they are recognized as possible in equation (17). Equation (17) therefore cannot
accurately represent the form of the distribution of delays for a single aircraft.
However, a knowledge of the proper distribution is not needed to generate an
acceptably accurate distribution of the time required to fire a given number of
salvos. Any distribution of delays for an individual aircraft which does not
reflect near regularity in the salvo interval will generate the same distribution
of times required for a given number of salvos as the distribution of equation
(17), except at times which are so short as to be comparable to the average
time required to fire a single salvo. If the number of salvos is not small, errors
in the distribution at such shorttimes will be of little consequence. If the interval between salvos is quite irregular, as should be the case in a combat situation,
-9-

~4

a distribution of required times accurate enough for the purposes of the model
can be expected after only two salvos. For this reason, equation (1) can be
taken as the cumulative distribution of delays without risk of serious error.
The delay is determined in the following manner. A random fractional number
R is procured, and the delay 6 is computed from the relation
6=- [log (1 - R) ]/S

.

(18)

The value of 6 obtained in this way has the distribution defined by equation
(17).
OUTPUT
After completion of the desired number of iterations, the number of escorts,
bombers, and CAP of both types destroyed, together with the numbers of escorts
and CAP which have exhausted their ordnance, is printed for each iteration.
The mean and standard deviation of each of these quantities is then computed and
printed.

-
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APPENDIX B
FORTRAN LISTING OF MODEL PROGRAM

1

PROGRAM AIRAIR
DIME'JS13N CAP(50.823), ESCARM(50)s ESCOPC50)s NESRSL(50)s
1I NDES1C)s NCDES2(201, NCPULI(20)o NCPUL2(20t, NESDES12'i,
NFSU4JLCO)s NOMDS(2O)
2
READ 10t~ RANONEs TSTOP, ITERAT
10 FORMAT W2710Q,5)
READ its 4~BOM~o RGRADt BRGRAD* HDGRAD# VRADs DISTS'4
11. FORMAT (110, SF10.0)
READ 14, 'JESC, NESCSLI ESCSLR, ESCP,(is ESCPK2. ESC'4RG, ESCSTA,

*

I.

ESTSrI

14 FORM4AT (2110s 6F10*0)
00 15 !:*.,50
READ 16, (CAPCI*J)s Iul,1.3)
16 FORMAT C13F6v0)
V'F (CAP(!.5).EO,0,) GO TO 17
15 COITTNU--I
17 NCAPSI-I
NC API: 0
NCAP?' 0
M8OMDSx3
ME SD ESw:
4CES1.~3
MCflESZ:
MCDUL1:3A
MCPUL23
SSROMDS:0,
SSESDESs0,
SSESJNL:0,
SSCDESis0i
SSCD;S2s0,
SSCP'JLis0,
SSCPJL2sO,

I

c

IF (CAP(1~,1LTtl#) GO TO 20
N~CAPZ:NAP1*1
GO TO 1.
20 NCAP2%N~fAP2'i
0CO NT INd ~
XRADuRGRAD*COSF (8RGRAD#57 ,29578)
YRAD~uR3RAD*S INF (BRGRAD/57,*29578)
VXRAD3VJAO*COSF0 DGRAD/57,29578)
VYQAO:a-VRAD*S INF (DGRA'/57 .29578)
COmPJTE &4JGAGEmEmT AND DISENGAGbmEiJT TIMES
DO 25 It~,NCAP
XCENASsXRAD4(VRAE*tCAP(Ia2)/60,,CAP(I.7)/6.076)*COSF(NDGRAD/
57l2?578)
1
YCFNASSYRAD-(vRAr.CAPUs2)/609,CAP(J,7)/6,076).SINF(HUGRAD/
B-1

4

))i73~#
IC7laS78(I
1 iCDVCP

YCAPA52uCA?(izs3)*StNF!CAP( 1,4)/57.29571)
DIciT.S~IVTf( XCENAS.XCAPAS)*.2.tYCfI4ASUYCAPA5)OO2)
1I#3.XCAPAS)*VXRAD*(YCIiASO!CAPAS)VfAD)/OISY
C((V
VCLP-'2.b.SQR1FIEb*2CAP( IL5)*2*VRAD"*22

CILL RIVSET (HIAUC'iE)

C444r

CILIA

FSL

J1JlCT~h

A

SO3

3 z):3SCSL
2- 4';4L(
ktC!E~2(ITIaaD)3O

NC Pd -_2( I Ti D):

T~1I~%,ExT Ev'fiAGP~mk:NT TIME
"0
K
IF
IF

I=1,'JCAR
00 TO 32
C ES:CaEUg()
c-APcI,14)wCAAI,:18)*CAPIs22),i.E,TImE) Go To 35
C'iA(Il4),GE!TEMP) GO TO 35

3T

TF-PCAl(I~Qj4

. IF ('ES;%,E0.c) jC TO 32
IF CnAztIjl5)*CAPCIai8),LE.TIME) GO TO 32
B-2

IF (CAP(sI,15),GEvrEMP) GO TO 32
TEMPXCA3.( 1s15)U
3? IF (ZvAP(I,16)*CAP(l,18)*CAPC!,22),LETIME) Go TO 39
IF (nAP(I,16),GE;TEMP) GO TO 30
TE'APzCAz-( 16)
3!. COMYT I NUJ
IF (TIM:j,3T,TSTOP) Go To 100
DO 411 T:1,NCAP
DO 40 J;1.4s16
IF (CAP(IlJ)',F1?'E) Go TO 40
CAP( t*J#5)=le
4~ CO*MTVJU=
r FLnw CwkRT JUN~CTION C
r

SIDE SHOOTS

nEEM.EWHC

41

NTFSTCO
CPFOLlr3a
CPPOL 2 ).
IF (%ES-,GT.0) GUJ TO 46
00 45 J:INCAP
IF (CAP(I,1),(3TI) GO TO 43
CP 0Llz;P2OL1+CAP(ls2l)*CAP(1,22)*GAPClu18)

M

GO Tfl 45
SRCA;:2A2(1,10CPElL2
GO Tn 5
4~9.A

DO2i

1,22.).

42AP

IFR(AP1:AC1,0)*CPEOlv1)E~,

YS

O4
IO TCAO i4 )Gt.)G
47CPPO..2:PZOL2'(CAP( I,19).CAP(1,21)-CAP(1e19)*CAP(I,21) )*CAP( I.2)*
PAPf1818)

4A CCV'iINLJ
IF
IF (\iTE3T,EO,U)

TO 50
G'~h,~,)CO
GC TO 50

IF (-jo0jNY,Eo-1) GOC TO 97
TEST'!E:CS3CAP1*SRCAP2)/TSR
CALL RA JUlqF(X)
IF (X,lT.TESTCE) 75*52
FLow CwkPT jUN'CTION 0
2
53j TSQSRCkP1.*SRCAPO

7

B-3

C

C

C

51 IF (NDE..Y,EO,1) GO To 97
CAP SH03TS
52 TESTi2*3RCAPl/CSRCAPi*SRCAP21
CALL RAVUI49(X
IF (XGIITEST12) GO TO 56
CAP TYPi 1 SHOOTS
NZ()NEx( :PEOLi*X/1EST12)ei,

3

0O 55 M33.,NCAP
IF (0#PMj~Ni, GO TO 77
IF ('ESOvEQ,0) GO TO 53
J:CCAP( 4a19)*CAP(Ms2i)CIPMa19)CAPM,2l) )*CAPCNaIS)*CAPCms22)
GO TO 5453 J:CA0(M4,21)*CAP(PNi8)*CAP(Mj22)
54 K='(*j
IF (Ktl(E.4ZONE) GO TO 60
5-5 CONJTINUZE
CAP* TYPi 2 SHOOTS
56 NZONE6(:PEOL2*(l!XY)/(1.wTEST12))1I.
Kz0
1,0 51 4slsNCAP
IF CCAP(kioi),NE,2.) GO TO 57
IF ('ES:0tEQ,0) GO TO 58
CP(#1)*A(OIICPI*2
5 j:ClA0(Nla291*CAP(Ms18)*CAP(M22
5J=A(,,9)*CAP (M2)*CF(a9*ACa1)CAP(Mt22)APMa2
59 i(:1(J
IF ('(,Ej-.4ZONE) GO TO 60
6-) CAP('4,23)SCAP(M,23)-i,
IF (CAP(M#23),NEs,) GO TO 63
CAP (M12)8O
IF (CAPMoi),GTI,) GO TO 61

C
C

c

.4.IF

GO TO 6?'
61 NCPL2( ITIND):NCPUL2( ITIND)*i
6? CONJT INIM
r)ISEGA;3E EMPTY CAP WITH NEXT CARD (500)
Frj9W CHkRT JUNCTION E
CAP SH03-TS AT BOM6ER OR ESCORT
63 IF (CAP(MeI.9kEQlo,) GO TO 70
0 TO 70
IF (VESfOEQ,O)
(wpA~(H,21).EQ;0.) GO TO 65
ROMB0UN30 480
E SCO' NE SC O
TESTEB8330M8O/(I3OMOCAP(M13)*ESCO)
CALL RA4UMB(X)
IF (X,Lz-TSTEB) GO TO 70
B -4

.

C CAP SHI)TS AT ESCORT
65 CALL RAVJU48(X)
IF (X.9T,:AP(M,11)) GO TO 90
NZ0N==:(SO*X/CAP(Mal1) )*i,
11O 65 %jzl,NESC
IF (<*FD.4ZONE) GO TO 67
66 COVINU:
67 ESCOPMj)0,
hE Sc': %J S U-1
N0zNEDSSCTOL1
MEqWCS(L:

C
U

TSQE5C: TS*SC-ESCSLRESCAR.'(N~)
GO T' 43
FLOW CRf.RT JUNCTION F
CAD SI'O)TS AT ROm4ER

711 CAL.L

*
*c

~C

RAVLJ18(X)

IF (?,GrZAP(M,12)) GO TO go
MROM40=0J3M'tO1
NqnMr'SCITjND)=N8CMDS( ITIND)+i
iUOs96i
IF'(108046.O.0)
FLO4' Ci.IRT JUNiCTIOJN G
ESCOPT SHOOTS
75 FSCOz:-SfCOL
CALL RAV(U4B(X)
N\Z0Nz'z:S:OL*X )+lt

IF (K,'=j,%ZONt) GC To 77
76 COVT INo Z77 N~;S(i--EkLLIF (kESlSL(L),NJE:C) GO TO 78

MIE qC I L=q 5CO0L -1I
fISE~iGA3F UJNARMED FSCORT WITH FOLLOWINL
c
AOO ESCOP(L)C0,
601 NESCOZ:SZO-1
FLOnW CHART JUNCTION~ H
C
ESCORT SHO3OTS AT CAP TYPE I OR 2
C
7P~ CADlJ
CAPD223,
1)0 79 I:I*NCAP

.1;

IF (CA0(I,1),(GTvi,) GO TO 80

B-5

CARDS (6U0,61U1)

CAPDF13:APnE1*CAP( I,20),CAP( 1.18)
GO Tn 7?
8t. rAPDE2=:APD2CAP(1,20)*CA,'(!,i8)
70 CO',,T!IN.Ji
TEST1 2z:AQDE1/(CAPDE*E4STSF*CAPDE2)
CALL RA4JU"8(X)
IF CYgr1,TEST12) GO TO 85
C FSCORT 3H30TS AT CAP TYPE I
rALL RAvL'48(X)
IF (Y,3St,=SCPKJ) GO TO 90

03 BP JxI.NCAP
IF (CAPCI.1)sNE.j.) GO TO 82
J=CA0( I,2a)*CAP( 1.18)
,EW4JZONE) GO
IF
4:) COVT!1N" Z.

1)
I
33
CA!IS ClZ0

ro

83

Nr}S(TN~~

FSrOQT 3H)OTS AT CAP TYPE 2
ii CALL RA04JB(Y)
IF Cr'j,GT.-SCPK(2) GC To 90
N7Na(:A*OE2wX/kSCPK2)+l,

n3 8'5 11Dj*CAP
IF (-7AP(tf,)..vEt2.) GO TO 86
JxCA4( I ,20)*CAP( 1,18)
IF (4,F),4O'I) GO TO 87
87 CAP(Iot3)xOt
sNJc!ES2( IT1ND)=NCDES2( ITIND.+i
FL/IW CP~4T JUNCTION~ K
TAPG=TS A4AIL43LL TO EITHER S1)E:

C

IF C"-A)(!,21)rCAP(1,22)*CAP(1,18).\EIJ.) 10 TO 94
IF "\ES"Q,EQsQ) GO TO 91
TO 94
IF (~P,9.A(,2*A~,~,J.3)GO
IF (\ES'UbEQO) GO To 91
IF (VAPC!20),)*CAP(I,l3).NE.O.) GO To -)4
91 CO%'t IN1'IE
?i G() Tl 2?
ADV/ANCE C6OCKp ADD CAP ENTRIES
9 4 NJ )r!L AY 2t
'r', T " 41
F04S~ C~ikRT JUNwCTION L
97

) FLA Y x

B-6

3

LJ

CAlL RA'JU~id(X)
)LLAY-(1GH1lX) )/TSR
TI'4i:TT .E+'ELAY
IF (TI'"E.3T,TSTOP) GO TO 100
nn 9; J=14416
IF (CAP(IeJ)aLE,(TImI--uDELAY)) GO To 98
IF (f'Ac(I,J).GT,TltME) Go TO 98
9P Cot,'TlNtU:.
no0 99 I:1,NCAP
IF (CA0(1#17).GT11ME) GO TO 99
CAP(T,13):O.
9Q CU%'TTINU =

GO Tl 41

FL'nw C,.dRT JUNCTION M
toe mn3MrS=A43MiS+NaGMDS(ITIND)
ME U=S:zjFSES4.NE3IES( 111ND
MbqU%'L:EUNLN0UKL(IT IND)
MC;)S1:=4C0ESl.NUI)ES1CITIMD)
4cnUl;2:b4C0EL?+NCP6jL2( ITINI)

C

?ICfULE2:% CiE2NCPES2( ITIMD)
*

~

~

SPO"DS:SHOvuLS+T
Y:\EFDE3( ITIN0)**2
SSFSnES:S5ESDES+Y

a

SSqSjNL:SSESUNL*y
sS'c)ESj:SSCi~j~+Y

'lSCP iL1:SSCPbL1*y
Y= CP JL2 SSPIIN0L
iaoo

C

2

CO0 10T I NO -:
comP,-Tr A0IRAGES AND STANDARD flEVIATIOIS
AROMr'S: 13"DS/I TFRAT
AESD0S=IE~flS/ ITEkAT
AFqU%"LziESUNL/ ITE1RAT
ACrnEs1:,CDES1/ ITERAT
ACnEq2zlC0FS2/ ITFRAT
A-uPULl=A C-lJL1/ ITVRAT
A C0UL.2=AiC DU L2 /ITE NAT
XvTTERAT
SD.;OvDS:S RTF( (SS DMS-X*A2OMiDS)/iX-w ))
B -7

SDEStJNL:SQRTFC(SSESUNL-X*AESUNL)/CXu1,))
SDCDES4,sS^QTFC (SSCDESI.X*ACDESI)iCXni )
SDCDES2sSQRTFC(SSCDES2IX*ACDES2)/(X.1,))
SD(CPULtS3RTFC (SSCPULIOX*ACPULI)/CX-1,))
PRINT 1351
1051 roRmiT (69H

CAP TYPE 2

CAP TYPE i

BOMBERS

SOR TS

1%#

PRINT 1352, NBOMB# NCAP1, NCAP2# NESC
1052 Foi~mAT c7XjI5s9X'sI6s14XsI6.i5X#I5)
DRINT 1353
DESTROYED DESTROYED UNLOADED DESTROYED UNLOAiOEU
1953 FOqiAT *75HORUN
IESTR)YED UNLOADED)
nlo 1955 Izi#!TERAT
ORIN? 1354s Is NBOMdDSCI)s NCOESI(I)s NCPULICT), NCOES2(1l,
1 NPJ.2C1), NESI)ESCI)a NESUNLO.)
4 Xs15,&6II 9 J' 4 Xst5)
lij FPMAT (t~sl2s3Xil5D6Xsl54X.I56XhI5
C

m

I NIJ -

PRINT 1336
1156

.Po..-

AVERAGES)

(40HO

PRINT 1357s AtdOMOSs ACDES1, ACPULj ACDES2, ACPU42j AESDES, AESJ'L
19)57 FO-K-MAT (5Xd 7,.XsF7,1.2X.F7,1.4XF7,1.2x.F7,4xsF7,i,2xF7,l)
PRINT 1338
STANDARD DEVIATIONS)
fln5A FORM4AT (46HO
SDCDES2s SDCPUL2s SDESDEis
SOCPULl#
SDCDESlq
SI)BLWDS,
PRN 1337,
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